
Guidance for setting up a 
RaceRunner
(From an Athlete’s Welfare Perspective)

By Liz Moulam & Rob Henshaw
Strategic Development Group for RaceRunning England
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Introduction
This guide has been co-authored by Liz Moulam and Robert Henshaw, both of whom are 
members of the Strategic Development Group for RaceRunning for England together with CP 
Sport and other stakeholders.

In their roles within the sport both have been asked many questions about getting athletes set 
up, setting up the equipment (Running Bike / RaceRunner) and how to progress in the sport.

Liz and Rob have drawn on their own experiences and knowledge, and researched the topics 
covered. This is not a definitive guidance document but a working tool that will be developed 
further as the sport of RaceRunning evolves and more can be shared. 

There are other guides available as to the setting up of a RaceRunner. The emphasis in this 
guide is on athlete welfare and guarding against any potential associable health risks as we all 
want to ensure that athletes can enjoy RaceRunning to the full.

Liz is a RaceRunning National Sports Technical Classifier and training to be an International 
Sports Technical Classifier having gained experience in Sweden and Denmark.  Along with 
other passionate individuals she is setting up York RaceRunning Club. 

Liz has many years of elite disability sport coaching, officiating and classifying experience. 
As a previous Head Coach with Boccia England she worked with talented athletes with CP 
and similar neurological conditions, and she continues to volunteer for Boccia England as a 
classifier, mentor developing officials and as a national referee.  

Rob is the Managing Director of Quest 88, the company responsible for bringing the 
RaceRunner to the UK 17 years ago. Quest 88 are the distributor for Petra RaceRunners by 
Connie Hansen (one of the founders of RaceRunning alongside Mansoor Sidiqi in Denmark. 
and - RAD RaceRunners

Quest 88 have been instrumental in promoting RaceRunning across the UK by supporting 
club start-ups through taster sessions and providing equipment and training as the sport has 
developed.
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The Strategic Development Group for RaceRunning allows stakeholders in RaceRunning to 
share information and best practice to promote RaceRunning and make RaceRunning safer and 
more accessible. Other members organisations include:

CPISRA  - The International governing body for Cerebral Palsy Sport
CP Sport England & Wales - Cerebral Palsy Sport provide sports opportunities for people with 
cerebral palsy, individuals with neurological and motor control impairment.
APCP - Association of Paediatric Chartered Physiotherapists - encouraging research and 
development in paediatric physiotherapy.

The authors sincerely hope you find the information in this 
document helpful and informative.

It is important to seek input, as necessary, from a 
healthcare professional such as a G.P. or Physiotherapist 
when considering the suitability of RaceRunning either for 
yourself or someone you know.



1. Getting the right set up on a RaceRunner

Why is getting the right set up important for each individual RaceRunner?

Each athlete is an individual, some are ambulant and others may 
use wheelchairs some or most of the time.  This means when they 
get onto the RaceRunner their bodies may perform in different 
ways.  For instance if athletes have cerebral palsy then they 
may experience contractures, spasms or variable tone. For other 
conditions the way athlete’s bodies have developed may mean 
they move their limbs in a slightly different way to others.

The initial setup and future adjustments of the RaceRunner will 
play a major part in determining where the athlete’s weight is 
distributed through the saddle.

Weight distribution or loading, whether distributed through the 
wrists and hands, the chest, legs or the buttocks and crotch, 
should all work together in a way that not only compliments the 
athletes running style but also minimises discomfort.

 In the cycling world, the correct fitting of a bike to a rider has become more and more  
 central to the process of buying a bike, not just for the professional athlete but for any 
 cyclist. If this is true for a road bicycle, then it is a more complex process with a 
 RaceRunner as by design it has more points of human contact. 
 
What factors affect the set up of the RaceRunner?

The Athlete’s disability and their running style are just 2 factors in acquiring the best fit on the 
RaceRunner. There are many other variables which need to be considered:

Initial set up

To begin a session the RaceRunner should be adjusted for the 
athlete to be comfortable.  The key is that the saddle supports the 
bottom and the legs are easily able to touch the floor without the 
athlete rocking on the saddle.

The questions to ask to assess comfort include: Am I or is the 
athlete comfortable moving? 

Rarely will feedback at this stage prompt any major bike 
adjustment, however, it may be that the saddle or drop-link needs 
some fine tuning or perhaps better clothing is the answer. 

These same questions can be repeated at any stage of a session.
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What factors affect the set up of the RaceRunner? 

Some hints on set up and how to run (Connie Hansen, 2017)

• Run upright. Try to position yourself in a upright position by positioning the saddle closer  
 to the chest plate and maybe raising the plate a little. Aim for a 95-105 degree angle   
 between plate and saddle.
• If resting on chest plate in a very forward position the saddle may be pulled up    
 and angled to allow a longer stride and less pressure in the pubic areas.
• Do not sit too hard on the saddle: pull the body up on the chest plate and stand on your   
 legs a bit more.

Why does the set up need checking after a warm up?

After the initial warm up the athlete’s position on the RaceRunner can change.  This could be 
due to gravity, initially being cold and now warmed up or just being more relaxed.  The results 
might be the legs become looser and straighter, the pelvis tilts into a more comfortable position 
and/or the shoulders, arms and hands reduce 
tension.  

This means it is important to check the set up 
before the main training session or event begins 
and make fine tune adjustments to the saddle 
height and/or angle as well as checking the 
chest pad and handlebars. Even the slightest 
adjustment to the saddle, the chest support or 
the handlebars, can quickly upset the overall 
equilibrium of the athlete, sometimes resulting 
in discomfort as the overall weight distribution 
shifts.

 Fitting and adjusting a RaceRunner can be difficult but worth it! When it all clicks into 
 place, the weight is distributed well and you then see the athlete move with greater ease 
 and freedom - then the rewards are amazing.

Age, stage and development of the athlete:

When you factor in the potential physical growth of a young athlete, especially if they have been 
potentially resting out of season, or had a growing spurt, then the setup or fit of the RaceRunner 
will need constant monitoring and adjustment.

A more experienced athlete who is building core strength and stamina will also be constantly 
changing posture and so they should also have their RaceRunner set up checked regularly.

Movement and contact with the RaceRunner:

Movement makes all the difference when fitting a RaceRunner. When the athlete is in motion, 
the loading and weight distribution shifts. The inter-relationship between the different contact 
points alters. The saddle loading reduces as the athletes’ weight is redistributed and the legs and 
feet provide more support time. To only judge the athletes comfort level whilst static is missing 
the point, it is important to seek and receive feedback from the athlete and the coach.
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What factors affect the set up of the RaceRunner?    

Saddle sores and friction

With the constant movement whilst on the RaceRunner, then it is easy to get saddle sores due to 
friction.  As the athlete takes each stride it is accompanied by rotation of the hips creating a lateral 
rocking motion.  It is important for coaches, family members and assistants not to under estimate 
the pain and distress that can be caused if the set up is not right for the individual athlete. See 
the separate guidance on avoiding saddle sores, which includes clothing, use of creams and the 
importance of the right saddle.

It is important for coaches, family members and assistants not to under estimate the pain and 
distress that can be caused if the set up is not right for the individual athlete. See the separate 
guidance on avoiding saddle sores, which includes clothing, use of creams and the importance of 
the right saddle.

Communication between athlete and support team:

 Communication and feedback from the athlete about discomfort, any pressure points 
 Or sore areas is vital. This sometimes requires some clever detective work from the coach, 
 parent or assistant, especially if the athletes’ communication is limited in some way. This 
 can be exacerbated if the coach is unfamiliar with the athlete.

An athlete can have good days and bad days and so the detective work continues; Question! 
– “Is the athlete just being over sensitive today?”, “Do they have a cold adding to their overall 
sensitivity?”.  In addition, the weather may be adding to the challenges faced by the athlete – for 
those with disabilities a cold or damp day can make movement more difficult, on a hot day in 
relentless sun it is easy for an athlete with disabilities to overheat.

Less weight distributed through chest pad.
More weight distributed through saddle but
spread across bigger surface area..

More weight distributed through chest pad.
Less weight distributed through saddle but
weight focussed on smaller surface area.

Saddle weight distribution according to running style.

Copyright © 2017 All Rights Reserved by Quest 88
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Sometimes it’s important to just STOP... it’s the wrong day. This can be a hard call to make as a 
coach, family member or assistant; especially when an athlete may have travelled a long distance 
and expectations are riding high.  

A newcomer to RaceRunning will be adjusting to new people and a new environment, but 
also may experience some unfamiliar and uncomfortable sensations in parts of the body.  
Perseverance is essential to ensure novice athletes feel the benefit of movement and the freedom 
of independent walking/running. 

Caution

A RaceRunner is not a seat! It is important that the athlete rests and recovers during training and 
competitions.  Especially early on in the athletes RaceRunning journey; they will use muscles and 
body parts that are unused in daily life. 

Being static in the saddle is not good, especially if the athlete has got hot and sweaty and then 
cools down quickly.  Athletes should be encouraged get off the RaceRunner between sessions or 
races, and if they need to stay on the RaceRunner they should be encouraged to be constantly 
moving for the purpose of pressure relief or to simply keep warm and flexible

References:

Hansen. C. (2017) ‘Preventing Injuries and Pain’, https://by-conniehansen.com/sports-health/
health-rehab/preventing-injuries/ 
Siddiqi. M. (2017) ‘Coaches Manual: RaceRunning’, Parasport Danmark
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2. RaceRunner’s Equipment

Helmet: Athletes should always wear a helmet. A lightweight cycle helmet with air vents is  
  ideal. Whilst unlikely a RaceRunner can become unbalanced and tilt over. In winter  
  athletes may benefit from a snood worn on the head, or thin hat under their helmet to  
  keep warm.

INCLUSIVE  CYCLING  HUBwww.quest88.com
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Strap is loose. - 
This means that the 
helmet is not secured 
properly. A loose strap 
can also irritate the 
wearer. Make sure 
straps are adjusted 
and are comfortable.

Too far back. - This gives no 
protection to the forehead 
and can cause the helmet to 
slide further backwards.

Too small. - 
Look for the size 
label inside the
helmet. Always 
select the right 
size helmet. This 
is important and 
ensures that the 
wearers head is 
fully protected.

Conventional
seats. - 
Helmets which are pointed at 
the back may not be suitable 
for riding recumbents and karts.

Wrong way round. - 
Always check that the helmet
is on the right way round! 
You can check this by making 
sure that the helmet adjuster is 
at the rear and that any peak 
is at the front.

Too big. - If the helmet is too big 
for the wearer it will move about. 
Ask the wearer to shake their head. 
The helmet shouldn’t wobble!

Too far forward. - 
This gives no protection 
to the rear of the head 
and can impede the 
wearers vision.

Hearing Aid. - 
Where necessary make 
sure the helmet profile 
and straps are compatible 
with the wearers hearing 
aid or implant.

Size. - Measure the circumference 
of the wearers head. Place the tape 
approx. 1cm above the eyebrows. 
Use fitting pads if supplied with the 
helmet.

Now you are ready 
to go with a properly 
fitted helmet!

For more information on inclusive cycling and cycles please call 01743 363512

85% OF CHILDREN’S CYCLING HEAD INJURIES CAN BE PREVENTED BY A PROPERLY FITTED HELMET*

*Thompson, Rivara & Thompson. New England Journal of Medicine 1989, Vol 320 No 21 p1361-7.

Inclusive Cycles . Tricycles . Companion Cycles . Recumbents . Handcycles . Go-karts

REORDER REF: HSL2016

®
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Hands: Some athletes need help to keep their hands on the handlebars to steer.     
  Specialist mittens can be purchased, other people adapt cycling gloves.  In winter  
  the athlete may wish to wear mittens with a non slip palm to keep warm.

  Where athletes have gripping difficulty or startle reflexes causing an involuntary   
  release of the handlebars, gripping aids may be used such as Quest 88 Gripmits   
  or Active-Hands.

Footwear: Many athletes wear specialist footwear because of their disability. If so, then  
  they should also wear the same type of footwear for RaceRunning to avoid
  creating injury. As these can be heavier this can cause foot drag which can   
  sometimes be alleviated by raising the saddle slightly.

  Under the guidance of a physio some people are able to replace specialist   
  footwear with trainers and splints and/or taping so seek professional guidance on  
  what might be best for the individual.

  Athletes may choose to run in spikes, however, these tend to be tight fitting and   
  may not suit all athletes if the toes are restricted.

Cycle shorts: 

  Cycle shorts are a must to prevent injury  
  and provide a comfortable experience.  
  These vary in design for men and 
  women due to the placing of the padding. 
  Make sure they are long enough that the  
  legs do not rub on the saddle when   
  running.

Please see the saddle sore section for more guidance.

Clothing: In principle the upper body needs more clothing than the lower body which is   
  doing more work. In summer wear cycle shorts alone on the lower half, in cooler   
  weather team with leggings or narrow legged jogging bottoms.

  On the top in summer wear a vest or t-shirt that has a moisture transport system 
  to wick away sweat.  Females should wear a sports bra to prevent rubbing on the
  chest plate.  In winter top with layers and wear a lightweight, breathable,    
  wind-proof jacket and will want a scarf or snood.

References:

Hansen. C. (2017) ‘Preventing Injuries and Pain’, https://by-conniehansen.com/sports-health/
health-rehab/preventing-injuries/ 
Siddiqi. M. (2017) ‘Coaches Manual: RaceRunning’, Parasport Danmark
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3. Prevention of injury when RaceRunning – a brief guide

As with any new sport the athlete will want to avoid injury. Research shows that there is no 
higher risk of injury for those with disabilities when compared to able bodied athletes.

Injury can take various forms in RaceRunning including:

Injury Risk Prevention

Physical over exertion:

Strains, sprains and aches

Warm up and cool down every session.

Take it easy, just because the athlete now has a 
RaceRunner does not mean their body is yet ready 
to train for long periods. Start with little and often.

Have regular rests including getting off the 
RaceRunner.

If something ‘hurts’ STOP and seek help, either to 
readjust the equipment or to seek medical input.

Always shower or bathe after RaceRunning to help 
the body relax.

Physical damage:

Awkward repetitive movements, uncontrolled 
movements, incorrect positioning

Repetitive strain injury, damaged ligaments/
muscles, blisters, saddle sores, bruising

Many new RaceRunning athletes will have never 
done any physical exercise before and may have 
awkward or uncontrolled movements.  

Athletes with CP and other neurological conditions 
may find their joints do not work in the same way 
as other people, and their muscle strength may 
have been compromised through lack of exercise 
previously.

There is a risk of repetitive strain injury or damaging 
ligaments if the equipment set up is not right.  You 
may also choose to ask a Physio to review the 
athlete
to see if other actions may help such as taping or 
splinting.

For instance if it is the first time with new footwear 
or weight bearing then feet might blister.  Stop and 
take appropriate action immediately.

Uncontrolled movements may mean the athlete 
kicks themselves; make sure you examine legs 
and deal with cuts and bruises.  Beware if wearing 
spikes for the first time as the weight and structure 
of these may create new challenges.
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Injury Risk Prevention

Heat exhaustion

Dehydration, headaches, muscle stiffness, 
fainting

Keep well hydrated, drink frequently especially 
before and after strenuous exercise which creates 
heavy breathing or panting.

Athletics tracks often have little shade, take hat, 
sunglasses and sun cream plus your own sun 
shade. Sun screen should only be used on exposed 
skin as the body still needs to perspire.

Invest in a breathable helmet rather than a solid 
one.

Hypothermia

Shivering, muscle tautness and rigidity, loss of 
consciousness

It is easy to get warm RaceRunning and then to get 
chilled as soon as exercise is over.  Always have 
layers to put on/take off. The base layer should 
have a moisture transport system.

In winter wear layers topped with a lightweight 
breathable wind-proof jacket, scarf and gloves.  
Consider a snood or thin hat to wear under the 
helmet to keep head and ears warm.

References:

Hansen. C. (2017) ‘Preventing Injuries and Pain’, https://by-conniehansen.com/sports-health/
health-rehab/preventing-injuries/ 
Siddiqi. M. (2017) ‘Coaches Manual: RaceRunning’, Parasport Danmark
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4. Saddle Sores – Guidance for RaceRunners

1. What is a saddle sore?

 In the initial stages this may be a red sore area and develop into a bruise. If left untreated  
 may become an area of broken skin which is extremely painful and possibly prone to   
 infection.

2. How are saddle sores caused?
 
 Saddle sores can be caused by having a   
 saddle at the wrong angle, the wrong size  
 saddle, by wearing clothing with seams, 
 by having unprotected skin (top of the legs 
 in warm weather) or excessive sweating.

3. How do I prevent of saddle sores?

 3.1  Get the RaceRunner set up by a professional who knows about saddle sizes and  
  angles.  Do not assume what someone else is using is going to be the best set 
  up. Every individual is different, everyone comes in different shapes and sizes so   
  getting the right saddle and set up in essential.  Angling the seat down is    
  optimal, but the bottom must be supported.

 3.2 Avoid extra padding which can slip and rub, for some people a gel saddle helps, for  
  others it is the saddle shape that is important.  Try out alternatives before buying.   
  Some people use a padded seat cover which can be supplied with the saddle.

 3.3 The skin of the athlete’s crotch area (top of legs and between legs) should be kept  
  clean and dry at all times.  Visit the toilet before and after running.

 3.4 Wear padded cycle shorts WITHOUT underwear and never over leggings or other  
  clothes.  It is possible seams in clothes or the edges of items will rub.  Cycle shorts  
  are designed with an absorbent crotch which helps both to protect and wick away  
  moisture (only wear clean dry cycle shorts).

NB: There are different designs of cycle shorts for males and females. In 
addition, more expensive shorts are available for endurance and sprint 
cyclists, these have additional padding at the rear or front so may be 
more suited to a RaceRunning athletes particular running position. 

Some cycle shorts have short legs, this may cause rubbing on the seat 
when running.  

Other designs include a bib which goes over the athletes shoulders to 
hold the shorts in place – make sure this is comfortable for RaceRunning 
as the athlete will be leaning on the chest plate and may have a back 
strap. 
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3. How do I prevent of saddle sores? 

 3.6 Females should never run wearing a sanitary towel to avoid saddle sores.
    
 3.7 Use Chamois Cream (available in cycle shops) or Doublebase Gel (chemists) before 
  running. These are anti-friction creams and can be applied to the crotch area and the 
  shorts.
 
 3.8 Remove cycle shorts as soon as possible after activity and shower. If this is not 
  possible replace cycle shorts with clean dry clothes and shower as soon as feasible.
    
 3.9 Cycle shorts should be washed after every wear. Often the padding is made of an 
  antibacterial fabric so follow the washing instructions carefully.

 3.10 When showering use Antibacterial Shower Gel NOT soap.

4. What do I do if there is soreness?

 4.1 Examine the crotch area after running, areas of redness can be treated with  
  Chamois Cream or Doublebase Gel, alternatively if redness is more severe 
  or the skin is broken it is recommended 
  to use a product similar to Sudocrem or 
  Dermol 500.
 
 4.2 Do not run with severe bruising or  
  broken skin as this can result in further 
  damage and infection.

5. How can I keep cool down below?

 5.1 During warm weather only wear cycle
  shorts, as few layers as possible will 
  help air flow around the bottom.

 5.2 Do not shave ‘down below’. Pubic hair 
provides a natural cushion and air flow around    the crotch. The absence of hair can 
lead to sores that become easily infected. 

References

Cycling Weekly (2017) ‘Buyers Guide: 20 best cycling bib shorts and cycling shorts’ http://www.
cyclingweekly.com/group-tests/cycling-bib-shorts-buyers-guide-137253 
Hansen. C. (2017) ‘Preventing injuries and pain’, https://by-conniehansen.com/sports-health/
health-rehab/preventing-injuries/  Lewis. S. (2017) ‘Chamois Cream: How to use it and some of 
the best formulas’ Cycling Weekly. http://www.cyclingweekly.com/fitness/training/chamois-cream-
explained-139014 Pidd. H. (2016) ‘How scientific rigour helped Team GB’s saddle-sore cyclists on 
their medal trail’.  The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/sport/blog/2016/aug/15/team-gb-
cycling-saddle-sore-medals Team Guide (2017) CPISRA World RaceRunning Championships and 
the 21st RaceRunners Cup, Denmark 
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5. Related Materials

 You can find out more about RaceRunning -

 ‘RaceRunning - An Introduction’ Author: CP Sport

 This resource has been designed to give an introduction to
 RaceRunning and to offer guidance and tips on how to plan,
 promote and deliver a RaceRunning programme that is safe
 and athlete focused, thereby enabling every person to fulfil 
 their potential

 Available from: www.cpsport.org

 
 ‘With the Right Tools...... ‘  Author: Connie Hansen

 A ‘how to’ guide with useful observations on how to assess the needs of  
 someone new to RaceRunning - (from the co-founder of RaceRunning).

 Available from: Quest - www.quest88.com

 You may also find these websites useful:

 http://www.racerunning.org

 http://www.cpisra.org/sport/racerunning/
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